Deliveroo “Coffee on us” Offer FAQ’S
•

For which period is Deliveroo Offer valid?
Burgan Bank Deliveroo “Coffee on us” commences on 20/03/2022 at 12:00AM KWT Time until
20/09/2022at 11:59PM KWT Time.

•

Which are the Qualified Customers for the offer?
Any customers holding and active Burgan Bank Credit Card qualify for the offer.

•

How do I avail the discount?
To avail the discount, you need to use a specific promo code while making a coffee purchase at
Deliveroo. This promo code would be sent across to you as an in-app notification and alternatively
would be published on Burgan Bank Instagram page every Sunday morning

•

Are there any limits on number of customers who can avail this offer?
The offer is limited to first 250 customers per offer day

•

What is the maximum discount I could get as part of the offer?
When using your Burgan Bank Credit card for your Sunday coffee at Deliveroo, you could get a
discount of up to 2 KD off your total bill.

•

Is the offer valid only for specific products or restaurants?
The offer is valid only when ordering Coffee at selected Coffee Stores on Deliveroo platform.

•

How many times I can avail the offer?
Each customer can avail the offer one time every Sunday during the entire duration of the
campaign.

•

What if I have two or more credit cards, how many times can I avail the offer?
The offer is at a Deliveroo account level and hence can be used only once per Deliveroo profile.
For instance, after availing the discount once, the offer will no longer be available and you will be
no longer able to use the promo code on the same Deliveroo profile for another purchase on the
offer day

•

Is there a minimum spend to avail the offer?
Minimum spend needed to avail the offer is 2 KD.

